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rossroy
Newbie

Arbitrage
« on: June 20, 2006, 04:42:34 AM »

Hello Charles,
I would like to know if there are arbitrage possibilities in the option market. I know reading from your book and studying something else that we have to find the put-call parity violated 
or the law of one price that is not confirmed. Can you suggest some method in the event you do this kind of financial operations to find these opportunities and the way to choose them. 
Thank you
Roberto F.

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Arbitrage
« Reply #1 on: June 21, 2006, 08:48:31 AM »

No, not for a retail trader.  You have to have the fastest auto-quoting systems, commission structure and market maker margins.
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rossroy
Newbie

Out of the Stating Gate with Losses
« on: June 12, 2006, 01:20:08 PM »

Hello Charles, I am very interested about options, and I found your bookvery interesting, even if not easy to acknowledge on the first sight. I want to be a successful option trader but 
for now I am only a contributor on my account of 10000$ now I have only 8000$. So I am trying to find a solution for this situation that I cannot control with my actual knowledge. May 
be the perfect system does not exist, but I want to learn to put the odds in my favour at least a bit, at least up to when my account is founded. I have decided to do paper trading for 
now because I have bought different options on SFNT and RSAS and may be I found the only two shares that stay in a tight range and my strategy doesn't work at all. I am a bit down 
for the result and I hope you can help me at least with your book if not in person. I thank you for your attention and I thank you for the book in advance because I
know that I will learn a lot from it.
With my respect for your work I greet you. Grazie. Excuse my English I am from Italy.
Sincerely yours. 
Roberto F.

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Out of the Stating Gate with Losses
« Reply #1 on: June 12, 2006, 02:18:06 PM »

You have to keep it small in the beginning.  You cannot afford to lose everything before you learn the game.  You should not play stocks like SFNT and RSAS because you cannot get a 
fair deal.  There is very little volume and open interest and as a consequence there are wide bid and ask spreads that make it so you have to right too often.  Profitable options trading is 
not totally dependent on being right, but it helps a lot.

I don't know what you use to pick direction or non-direction but you must prove that it works long before you have real money on the line.

When you are really ready, you should also confine your plays to stocks that have relatively tight bid/ask spreads.

rossroy
Newbie

Out of the Stating Gate with Losses
« Reply #2 on: June 13, 2006, 12:18:33 AM »

I thought that a good ask/bid spread was in the range of max. 0,20$ or less. That is what I saw when I bought options. The spreads for SFNT and RSAS were in that range. The Open 
interest was more than 100 and the Average Daily Volume for the underlying was >300000. But it is not sufficient. Maybe I have made a mistake in trusting the Yahoo Finance Most 
Active Shares just in the day when there was a inquiry from the SEC for these companies -- that was not good; in the day I picked up the options after the stock gapped down, so, next, 
I realised, after I bought the options, that the news was already discounted in the jump, even because in the following days the stock remained in a tight range. Another mistake was 
that in that day SFNT reached the low of the year, so it was not vert prudent to bet on more downtrending without a certain signal of that.  I bought Put options on SFNT on the basis of 
this story.  Can you give any suggestion? I think that TA sometimes is over rated. 
Thank you and greeting from Italy, 
Il Bel Paese,
Roberto F.

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Out of the Stating Gate with Losses
« Reply #3 on: June 14, 2006, 03:03:06 PM »

.20 wide is fair for $100 stock.  .50 is fair for a $400 stock.  These are stocks in the teens and .20 wide is "thanks but, no 
thanks".
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yfrr
Guest

split and assignment
« on: June 01, 2006, 09:49:41 PM »

Hello,

I have both NUE and GS options.  I use TOS.  Three questions.

1, NUE split.  NUE split this morning 2:1.  I didn't do this, but I'd like to know the outcome.  Say I put in an order last night, to sell NUE 105 put at 2.00.  What would happen this 
morning?  Is TOS going to automatically adjust my order to sell NUE 52.5 put at 1.00, with twice the size?

2, GS call early assignment.  I have 150/155 call credit spread.  GS is at 153.  Without considering dividend, cost of carry etc, just assume I was assigned on the short 150 call.  What's 
going to happen?  Is there any requirement of amount of cash available in the account?

3, GS put early assignment.  What about 150/155 put credit spread?  If short 155 put got assigned, and I don't have enough money to buy the stock, what's going to happen?

Appreciate if anybody can shed some lights on.

Yi

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Posts: 3249

split and assignment
« Reply #1 on: June 04, 2006, 08:39:27 PM »

All brokerage firms are different and even though I was a co-founder of TOS, they may have changed their procedures since I left 3 years ago.  So check with them for sure but...

Quote
1, NUE split.  NUE split this morning 2:1.  I didn't do this, but I'd like to know the outcome.  Say I put in an order last night, to sell NUE 105 put at 2.00.  What would happen this morning?  Is TOS going to 
automatically adjust my order to sell NUE 52.5 put at 1.00, with twice the size?

The order should be adjusted if it was a GTC but I would pull up your system and see if it is in your "Working Orders".  If it is not, make sure you call them so the order does not get
duped.  You never know if they have it somewhere else, 'working' and just not yet in the system.

Quote
2, GS call early assignment.  I have 150/155 call credit spread.  GS is at 153.  Without considering dividend, cost of carry etc, just assume I was assigned on the short 150 call.  What's going to happen?  Is there 
any requirement of amount of cash available in the account?

An equity call should only be early assigned if there was a dividend greater than the 150 put plus the carry on the stock but in the unlikely event, cash would come into the account, not
out, for shorting the stock and since you would have the protective call you would be Ok.  I am sure that TOS would not liquidate it before talking to you.  They understand risk, well.
 They were all good students.

Quote
3, GS put early assignment.  What about 150/155 put credit spread?  If short 155 put got assigned, and I don't have enough money to buy the stock, what's going to happen?

That is a more likely event but, again, TOS would not worry because you have the protective put.  They would call you the next trading day and give you a few days to put money into
the account.  If you said that you would not be putting money in the account, I think that they would give you a couple of days to get out of it.
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Murph
Moderator
Jr. Member

COMMODITIES
« on: May 26, 2006, 09:10:19 AM »

Charles, I've been studying futures and commodities for some time now, not specifically from an options viewpoint though.   The GG trade reviewed in RD3 on Wednesday was quite 
impressive and just the sort of option approach I've been investigating, for naked options in addition to more complex spreads.  Can you tell me a good source for finding the universe of 
stocks that mimic commodities?   

TOS does not handle options on commodities and they tell me that the option price spreads are not fair for commodities in general.  Charles, didn't you mention some time back that you 
traded commodity options in the past?  If so, where did you trade or what brokers would you recommend today for trading commodity options in addition to the commodity and futures 
products per se?

I'd appreciate any comments from Charles and fellow RD3ers.

Murph

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

COMMODITIES
« Reply #1 on: May 26, 2006, 09:55:07 AM »

Besides looking into ETFs or pulling up charts of companies that highly correlate to specific commodities, I don't know of such a service that provides that type of data. 

I was a futures options market maker for most of my career.  

Don't let wide markets fool you.  The Eurodollars are as tight as tight can be.  Why?  Because they don't move a lot (the MidCurve Options do).  If the spreads are wide in a mature, high 
volume market, it is for a reason.  That reason is usually volatility and that means that market makers have a lot of slippage in their underlying futures hedges regularly.  That means 
they have to widen the markets on the options commensurately to build in their edge.

If you are looking for volatility then a natural by-product is wide markets and if you're profitable you will not mind what anyone else considers to be a bad fill.

yfrr COMMODITIES
« Reply #2 on: June 01, 2006, 09:18:06 PM »

Murph,

To follow up on your original post "stocks mimic commodities".  I am not on RD3 level yet, but here is my 2 cents about gold.

When you look at gold, mainly you have gold future, GLD and HUI.  Gold future is physical gold, GLD is ETF which was designed to track gold price, HUI is miners. 

Between gold future and GLD.  It's no trivial task to mimic gold price.  The way GLD does is to buy and sell physical gold for its London vault.  At the time of divergency between gold 
price and GLD, there might be a vicious circle because of GLD buying and selling.  So far, GLD has done a good job tracking gold price.

Between gold future and HUI.  HUI has a lot more leverage when gold goes up.  The reason being is that all the extra profit goes directly to the bottom line, with the same P/E, you got 
price way up.  But by the same token, HUI also suffers more on the downside.

I heard one way to invest in secular gold is, buy HUI component during cyclical bull, then liquid HUI and buy GLD during cyclical bear.  This way, at least you participate one way or the 
other, even the decline.  It's a big psychological factor.

As always, it's easier to talk the talk.

Yi
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Frank
Newbie

A very good tradermakes 6% per month
« on: May 19, 2006, 01:10:49 PM »

Dear Charles,
I read the following very interesting paragraph in your latest book: (very) good option traders make about 6 % per month, realistic it should be 2-3% a month, page X of the preface. 
Both of course are very good profits! If all options trade at about fair value where does this profit come from? Somehow a trader must have an edge. That means in my opinion he should 
be a very good trader, who anticipates very well future prices of the underlying. But that might imply that he would (probably) also make money if he is trading no options, but for 
example only stocks or futures without options. Or does this trader has an extra edge when he trades options, because for example he can adjust positions? I have the feeling I am 
missing something. I am looking forward to your answer! Frank

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator

A very good tradermakes 6% per month
« Reply #1 on: May 21, 2006, 09:30:37 AM »

A very good market maker can make 10 to 30% pr month but that is a totally different game.  
For the retail investor, a realistic goal should be about 2%-3% per month realizing that there may be draw-downs of 8% in some months and gains of 10% or more in others.

Where does the money come from?

90% of options traders lose, for one thing.  The other is that options positions as part of a hedge can lose while the underlying profits.  3 Examples: 

1. Covered write: where stock goes to the moon.  Stock wins big and option loses.

2. Married put: where stock goes to the moon.  Stock wins big and option loses.

3. Collar: where stock goes to the moon.  Stock wins big and both options lose.

You are right about having to correctly anticipate the movement of the underlying for directional plays but what about non-directional?

Also you can have directional plays that are short premium (gamma and vega but positive theta) where time decay is on your side, that even though wrong on the direction can be
profitable.  Example: Credit spread that does not make it into the money but the underlying moved in that adverse direction.

I could go on and on but I hope you get the point.

yfrr A very good tradermakes 6% per month
« Reply #2 on: May 25, 2006, 11:40:38 AM »

Charles,
Let me just follow up on the short premium verticals.  To give a real example, say I am bearish on BA.  Here is some data.
  BA at 82.75.
  June (22 days) 85/90 call vertical:  1.02.
  July (57 days) 85/90 call vertical:  1.57.

1, I can either short the 85/90 call vertical, or buy 85/90 put vertical.  That's the same risk profile.  When do you choose one over the other?

2, Time frame.  June option has 22 days to go, July 57 days.  Is there a general time frame you look into, say how many days to go?

3,  Risk Reward.  Obviously, we can't look for high reward low risk in this type of setup.  But using June option for example, to risk 4 to make 1 is hard to justify, at least for me at this 
point.  What's a good ratio you find most success with? Thanks.
Yi



Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Posts: 3249

A very good tradermakes 6% per month
« Reply #3 on: May 25, 2006, 03:48:59 PM »

Interesting questions but let's apply them to the 80/85 vertical to better understand these nuances.  Why the 80/85?  Because in the first 5 months are all trading at 2.80ish.  The Put 
spreads are 2.20ish.

Cool!
Here are some more questions:
Why are they all the same price between the months? 
Which is the best deal?
Which one should I trade?
What is the difference between them?

Starting with yours:

Quote
When do you choose one over the other?

If you enter the order as a spread there is not much difference between call credit spread and put debit spread.  If you are legging it, then you will want to do the put spread so that 
your first leg (buying the 85 put), for one thing is NOT naked short and that the direction is temporarily consistent with what you want (bearish). Had you shorted the 80 call on the first 
leg, you would be naked short.  If you bought the 85 call on the first leg, you would be temporarily long deltas (not consistent with your bearish outlook).

Quote
Time frame.  Is there a general time frame you look into, say how many days to go?

Time frame has to do with market opinion and timing of it.  I personally use my proprietary technical analysis called Diamonetrics??, to choose my timeframe (JUN has more downside 
than JUL) and identify support and resistance with the WickZones?? (the light transparent purple channels) and the likely expiration ranges.

Quote
Risk Reward.  What's a good ratio you find most success with?

If you have less time then you can go for less of a credit, especially if you have the resistance areas to warrant going short.  The cheaper you sell for means that you have to play for a 
closer stop.  Personally, I like trades that I cannot get scared out of (they may come back) so I tend to like a selling more expensive spreads and tend to gut it out when they move 
against me.  I make the market prove to me that the adverse move is valid before exiting or adjusting.  It becomes a trader's choice thing in different situations and not something that 
you can boil down to rules (although there are those that never sell a 5 point vertical for less than 1.80 -- that never meant anything to me because the same school said don't pay more 
than 3.50 for a debit spread -- Guess what?  This options trading school did not realize that paying 3.50 was the same as the credit spread for 1.50 --they consistently broke their own 
rules synthetically).



 Delta, Theta.  I guess I don't know the practical difference.

Referring to your answer to R/R, I am not trying to hard press a rule, as I very much appreciate the art aspect of trading.  But when you say "selling more expensive spreads", how
expensive can it be?  For a 5-point vertical, it can't be more than 2.50, right?  Otherwise you will be synthetically long premium, having negative theta.  Did I understand the concept
correct?

Many thanks.

Yi

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

A very good tradermakes 6% per month
« Reply #5 on: May 26, 2006, 08:09:22 AM »

Delta means it is more sensitive to underlying price movement.  That means the vertical will move quicker to 5.00 or 0 faster than the back month options.  Theta, and at the moment 
that is not too great but on the 85/90 spread it is greater in the front month so even a slight slow rally (not higher than 85) in the underlying may not be enough to beat the rate of 
decay.

Expensive can mean more than 2.50.  I am not opposed to being slightly long premium (OTM debit spreads or ITM credit spreads) in some cases, especially when IV is relatively low.  I 
prefer to be short premium but not if the credit spread is too cheap to be short.

yfrr A very good tradermakes 6% per month
« Reply #4 on: May 25, 2006, 05:12:27 PM »

Charles,

Here is how I understand the 80/85 spread.

Why are they all the same price between the months? 
     Because they are at the money verticals.  When BA is at 82.99, we only pay 2.80 for 80/85 call spread.  This is the time value in play.  For the same reason, put spread is valued at 
2.20, meaning 0.20 was paid for the time decay.

Which is the best deal?
Which one should I trade?

 Depending on the timing.  Near month spread moves bigger than far month.

What is the difference between them?
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Deltas of risk
« on: May 25, 2006, 01:35:33 PM »

Deltas of risk
« Reply #1 on: May 25, 2006, 03:14:32 PM »

Deltas of risk
« Reply #2 on: May 25, 2006, 05:28:01 PM »

Deltas of risk
« Reply #3 on: May 26, 2006, 08:01:49 AM »

quark
Newbie

Posts: 2 In your book, Options Trading: The Hidden Reality, page 313, in the e-mail conversation, a reference is made to trading with a maximun delta of 600. What does that mean, and how is
it computed? 

I know that an equivalent stock position is ESP = quantity*100 per contract *delta.

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Posts: 3249

Right, 1oo shares is 100 deltas.  An ATM delta is about 50 deltas so that would be a 12 lot long or short (but that can grow) if 6oo is your personal limit like the trader in the book's
"Email Dialogue".

If the ATM is 50 deltas andf the next one higher is 30 then the delta of that vertical (at that moment) would be 20 so that would allow the trader to have a position of 30 spreads (30
spreads X 20 deltas is 6oo total.

Is that what you were looking for?

quark
Newbie

Posts: 2 Yes, that explains it. Was there some sort of rule or heuristic of money management that led him to choose 600?

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Posts: 3249

No, not at all.  Everyone should know their own personal trading size and that happened to be his at the time. 

Size should be based on performance and not trading capital per se.  If 2 different investors each have $100,000 but one has great experience and is consistently profitable, between
$3500 and $7000 can be the risk of any one trade.  

A novice, however, with $100,000 should confine the trading (experimentation) to 2 lots (2 is better than 1 because you can get out of half the position when on the fence with a
decision).
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yfrr
Guest

delta v.s. capital at risk
« on: May 15, 2006, 08:36:52 PM »

Hello RD,

I have a question regarding position size.

In order to keep consistence in the development phase, I'd like to trade with equal size. Now that's a challenge. I have seen you mentioned equal size as of same delta. However, same 
delta for different underlying different strategy could mean vastly diffrence regarding capital at risk. How do you reconsile these? Is there a general guide line that you can share? 

Thanks.

Yi

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Posts: 3249

delta v.s. capital at risk
« Reply #1 on: May 16, 2006, 12:42:29 PM »

The concepts of cap weighting comes through in a way that will be extremely useful to you because you want to equate many stocks in a portfolio with pretty equal weighting.  

There are many more such trade examples originally from the RD3 Webinar series that eventually were moved to the open forum.

yfrr
Guest

delta v.s. capital at risk
« Reply #2 on: May 17, 2006, 08:58:05 PM »

Thanks, that's very good read, although I am not crazy about pair trade against highly correlated stocks.  I'd like to bring up dedicated discussion on that topic later.

I can see cap-weighted position management a good way to balance one's stock portfolio.  But does it necessarily as effective in option trading?  If you trade stocks, it's more like a 2-
dimension world.  There are capital outlay upfront and capital at risk (theoretically stop loss kick in without much slippage).  With options only trading, forget about time and IV for a 
moment, we still have two elements:  delta and capital at risk (the premium paid), which are not correlated.  For example, if I am bullish on the market, I can buy ITM call vertical if I 
am also bearish on the IV, otherwise, I might buy OTM call vertical to anticipate rise on both underlying and IV.  Comparing the two approaches, ITM vertical has more capital at risk than 
OTM vertical.  As far as delta, as underlying goes up, ITM delta goes down whereas OTM delta goes up first then goes down (with the tipping point the mid of strikes?).  My objective is to 
keep equal size between trades in order to maintain consistence.  My thinking is that even with same underlying,  you still have either different delta or different amount of capital at risk.  
Let me go back to the original question.  Which one should I go, delta or capital at risk?

Thanks again.

Yi

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

delta v.s. capital at risk
« Reply #3 on: May 18, 2006, 07:45:45 AM »

Cap.

If you understand the procedures in the CHK/ECA spread (one long and one short) then you should understand the proper allocation procedures.  
CHK was offset by ECA because they were equal in their Cap weighting.  Now suppose you wanted to get long both with equal measure like in 
your original question.  The calculations in that thread show you how.    
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fh2000 GOOG hedge
« on: May 05, 2006, 05:28:20 PM »

Hi,

I just purchased Charles' new book.  Went to Chapter 9 right away for SlingshotHedge.  There is a lot of stuff for me to digest, and I understand that this forum is probably not for 
newbies like me, but..

1. GOOG was purchased at $280.

2. Sold a 2008 $410 call.     

Is it worth any effort to work out a 2008 SlingshotHedge?   I am thinking of a 2008 360P and 2 410C/460C spread (less one short 410C since I own one already).

Thanks

fh2000 GOOG hedge
« Reply #1 on: May 10, 2006, 01:11:53 PM »

Today, I purchased a Sept 400 Put to protect the downside.   I now have a traditional collor on, though my put is nearer than my call.

I am still trying to figure out how and when I should turn my sold call into a bear call spread in order to recover some cost.

fh2000 GOOG hedge
« Reply #2 on: May 11, 2006, 10:28:43 AM »

This is what I have put on today.  If you do not wish me posting like this, please let me know.  I just want to know if this is the right procedure and look at it as a learning process.  If 
the SlingshotHedge is working for my small holding of GOOG, I will apply it to my larger 401K holdings.  I found out that I can not do paper trade too well.  That is why I am using 
GOOG live trade to learn.

Today,

1. I rolled down my Sept 400 PUT to Sept 380 PUT with a small profit.   GOOG is down about 20 points since I purchased 400P.

2. I put on a Sept Bear call spread with +2 420Call/-2 400Call for $8.2 credit each.  Total credit:  $1640.

3. I had already sold a 2008 410 call earlier.

The Bear call spread credit only covers about half of the 380P, but since I already sold a 2008 410 Call earlier, I figure this Slingshot + 410 covered call is the best I can simulate a
380/400/420 SlingshotHedge.

From now, I will monitor my Bear call spread and adjust into a Butterfly.   If I can do that, I will then look into harvest baby butterflies later....

Comments and suggestions are welcome.



GOOG hedge
« Reply #4 on: May 12, 2006, 04:46:25 PM »

GOOG hedge
« Reply #6 on: May 13, 2006, 07:39:48 AM »

I think your 2008 trades are non-productive; no gamma.

To have on a 2008 400/410 collar will be like watching paint dry.  The SEP for that matter will crawl compared to closer stuff.  Butterflies on their own and butterflies embedded in 
Slingshots are really cheap the farther out you go but won't perform until getting closer to the wire.  The extra embedded wings on the other hand are very expensive and have very low 
gamma so I think if you stay with your course of action you will find your sellf spinning your wheels and paying a lot of commissions without significant results.

I will get emails when you respond now because I set up tracking.  Should not be more than a 24 hour turn around when tracking is activated.

fh2000
Newbie

Posts: 9 Thank you, RiskDoctor, for your response.  Your book is an easier read than Nathenberg's, though I run a risk of browsing yours too fast without really digesting the material. '> 
I plan to read thru multiple times.

If I read your comments right, near month SlingshotHedge will perform better that 3-4 months out, let alone LEAPS I was even thinking of.  This also coincides with your comment in the
book, that this strategy calls for someone with time and close monitoring ability so one can do a couple of adjustments in a week if necessary.

With GOOG down again today, my Sept Bear call and put are all in the money now.   I might consider closing them all out and start with a June Slingshot play.

Am I still off base with this plan?

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Posts: 3249

GOOG hedge
« Reply #5 on: May 12, 2006, 05:21:54 PM »

Need more info.  Please tell me the exact position you have and the one you are considering.  I will look for your response and respond on Sunday if I have the time.

fh2000
Newbie

Posts: 9 OK.  Here is the current position for GOOG:

1. 100 GOOG Shares
2. Long 1 Sept 380 Put
3. Sept Bear Call Spread with +2 420C / -2 400C
4. Short 1 2008 410 C.

The credit that I got from BCS is only half of the cost of the PUT.  But I figure that other half was covered by the LEAPS short call.

GOOG has dropped to $374.  Both my long call and bear call spread have shown a profit.   I could close out (2), and (3) to take some profit, and re-establish the June positions:

1. 100 GOOG shares (no change)
2. Long June 370 Put (roll down and near)
3. Sept Bear Call Spread with +2 410C / -2 390C (roll down and near) -- credit will only cover about 2/3 of cost for the put, but I still have the LEAPS short call.
4. Short 1 2008 410 C (no change)

I guess the reason for rolling down and near is:
1. Take some profit, though the profit can not even offset the loss of the stock value since GOOG dropped 40 points since last week.
2. Gamma of June spread (0.008/0.006 per Etrade) is higher than Sept spread (0.005/0.005 per Etrade).

Is it worth rolling down and near?

GOOG hedge
« Reply #3 on: May 12, 2006, 02:12:13 PM »

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member



GOOG hedge
« Reply #7 on: May 14, 2006, 06:49:14 PM »

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator

Initial Position Dissection: Adjusted Position:

Short what seems to be some calendars at pretty low IV.

"Some" is an understatement.  There are 3 back to back calendars (JUN/JUL, JUL/AUG, AUG/SEP) at the 370 strike and about 15 at the 410 strike going all the way out to 2008.

The credits are not the reasons to do anything with options and you are focusing mostly on what is winning in your position.  As you stated, the stock has been giving back hard earned 
profits, steadily.  That is why you have to look at the synthetic equivalents.   I would not go, reactively chasing this around with a lot of adjustments.  I would take a stance and ask 
myself, "What do I think about GOOG and over what timeframe?"  I would then set up a strategy that meets a simple risk/reward profile, play for it and harvest the fruits over time, if 
there are any.  If there are non and I need to adjust because of a new opiniion then I will see what is available at the time.
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samban
Newbie

pd options free lunch?????
« on: May 09, 2006, 11:34:54 AM »

Hello,
I'm a newbie and request your opinion on an opportunity in PD, namely - sell a front month ITM call, buy same strike JAN 07 call and sell same 
strike Jan 07 put. this yields depending upon the strike, a credit of $2.5 +.

My question is - is the opportunity a profit opportunity or a loss opportunity (I'd really like to avoid the loss opportunity).

pjs
RDCC

pd options free lunch?????
« Reply #1 on: May 09, 2006, 01:35:49 PM »

samban,
If you are just trying to do a covered call  (the Jan07 long call and short put is synthetically long the underlying) then either buy the stock and sell the May 95 call or better just sell the 
May 95 put.  Less edge cost and easier to manage 1 position.

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator

pd options free lunch?????
« Reply #2 on: May 12, 2006, 02:21:20 PM »

samban,

pjs is right.  This is a synthetic covered write with severe risk to the downside (a synthetic short put*).   Trading by giving extra money away in the way of the wide bid/ask spreads on 
the options as compared to the stock is very inefficient, especially for the far dated options.  At best a covered write is an income enhancement and not a very good hedge at all.

* see chapter one of free downloadable excerpt of "Options Trading: The Hidden Reality".
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tradingschule
Newbie

Posts: 1

pricing - warranty germany
« on: May 11, 2006, 02:27:35 AM »

Hi,

i trade warrants issued by banks such as Deutsche Bank or Goldman Sachs. These warrants are traded on EUWAX Stutgart or OTC directly with the market maker which is the bank
(issuer). These warrants are priced by the market 
maker by some kind of model. I would like to find out what models do they use.  How does the whole pricing look like.  How do they estimate the implied volatility.  How do they hedge. 
What systems do they use and so on. Do you have any interesting books or 
links on this topic. I'm familiar witH Black-scholes and other techniques but I can not find out how does the whole thing works in real world.  Do you think there is some kind of 
documentation available of software these banks use for 
pricing?

hufra pricing - warranty germany
« Reply #1 on: May 11, 2006, 01:13:52 PM »

Hello tradingschule,
I am not an expert in pricing derivatives. But I think we can assume the issuers of these warrants do not reinvent the wheel. Most likely they use the standard models for option pricing. 
An overview can be found in The Complete Guide to Option Pricing Formulas by Espen Haug. 
Much more important than knowing which model is actually used, is to know that, the mm/issuers will charge a hefty premium for their services (worse spreads/IV)
This service is to bundle exchange traded vanilla options, exotic options, etc. into a retail gambling product, that is "safe", because some "respectable" bank is the issuers and retail 
investors cant lose more than their original investment. 

To cut it short, I think these products are a waste of time, you better stick with the vanillas. However, in case you have found some arbitrage opportunities just let me know... 

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator

pricing - warranty germany
« Reply #2 on: May 12, 2006, 01:58:35 PM »

I agree with hufra and would add that whatever the issuer is buying they skew the IV low and whatever they are selling the skew the IV high.  The vanilla models do not vary all that 
much as explained in all my books.  Mostly they effect arbitrage locks like reversals/conversions and boxes.  They show slight differences due to early exercise opportunities / assignment 
dilemmas.
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"crash-safe" short premium position?
« on: April 11, 2006, 12:56:07 AM »

"crash-safe" short premium position?
« Reply #1 on: April 11, 2006, 09:59:27 AM »

alassio

Hi all
What's your favourite "crash-safe" short premium position?
The last months were quite favourable for my bull put credit spreads. For the next 6 months, from a fundamental point of view, I expect a bumpy ride with quite some down risk, since a
lot of risk factors (inflation, oil/commodity prices, housing market, consumer sentiment, hurricane season etc.) increase the probability of a middle term correction, which could also turn
out quite large (>10% ?).
Ok, assume we have to expect the bull market to end soon maybe with a large correction, what is your favourite position to profit from time decay, but could withstand a large
correction?
My current best guess is adding some OTM bear call credit spreads (which are still risky and dont' pay much) and buy some additional long wings for every OTM put credit spread,
turning them into a partial backspread.
Does anybody have better ideas?

CoachPhil

Sell deep OTM credit spreads and perhaps go long VIX futures.  If the market crashes hard the futures will rise or spike creating a nice profit to hedge your spreads and if the market
keeps going higher, we are already at really low levels so the loss will be small and only partially eat into your credits.

I never set this up but I am thinking out loud 

Ri$k Doctor "crash-safe" short premium position?
« Reply #2 on: April 24, 2006, 02:39:38 PM »

alassio: Depending where you buy the extra puts, you could be actually getting long premium.  If those extra longs are far enough away, you could maintain a positive theta but they 
may be too far out to help.

CoachPhil: Your approach is very creative and if you can keep track of it as some sort of a spread then all power to you.

CoachPhil
Jr. Member

Posts: 72

"crash-safe" short premium position?
« Reply #3 on: April 24, 2006, 07:29:30 PM »

The other possibility for selling deep OTM put spreads is to buy ATM VIX calls or slightly OTM VIX calls.  For example, I sold 1215/1225 SPX Put Spreads and bought MAY 15 and 17.50 
strike VIX calls.
If the market tanks hard and VIX spikes, the VIX long callls could jump tremendously in price, hedging the put spreads in general depending on how many spreads you do.  This is easier 
to track and simply put on the VIX calls at the same time you do the put spreads.  Another trader told me the idea and I have been toying with it..

Ri$k Doctor "crash-safe" short premium position?
« Reply #4 on: April 24, 2006, 09:03:06 PM »

A slow grind down in the SPUs would be the double whammy.



"crash-safe" short premium position?
« Reply #7 on: April 25, 2006, 08:02:27 PM »

« Reply #5 on: April 25, 2006, 01:28:32 PM »

Yes this is a Black Swan VIX spike type of defense.  A normal slow bleed with minimal VIX increases would not be hedged by this position. 

However a caca-hitting-the-fan even where VIX spikes to 30 or 40 and the market drops 50 points or so in a few days would potentially be hedged.

The only problem I am hearing from fellow traders as we examine this scenario is that the VIX options trade off of the next month futures value of VIX or the forward volatility 
expectation.  Some say that if VIX spikes to 40, the forward VIX rate may not move as much since people expect VIX to snap back from a spike and thus a MAY 15 Call would not budge 
too much if the VIX jumped to 30.

However, I find it hard to believe a MAY 15 Call would not be worth close to intrinsic or at worst a slight discount to intrinsic on such a spike.

Thoughts?

"crash-safe" short premium position?
« Reply #6 on: April 25, 2006, 01:35:18 PM »

IV would no longer be a factor that deep in-the-money.

CoachPhil

But if IV spikes to 40 tomorrow, would the MAY 15 Call be worth $25.00 or would it be heavily discounted since it would reflect the forward VIX of JUNE by definition which might be a
pullback.  If the market expects the pullback would the MMs keep the MAY 15 calls really low and thus not be the hedge I hope it would be? I do not think so but I am in disagreement
with others and since this is a new option product I have no backtesting to determine the answer.

Ri$k Doctor "crash-safe" short premium position?
« Reply #8 on: April 26, 2006, 08:17:08 AM »

The options most likely trade off the futures. 

What is the natural hedge for the futures contract? 
Straddles and nearest strangles in the SPX.  

When shorting that premium, the margin his huge and therefore MMs are willing to pay a lot less for the futures contract and consequently the options combos (the synthetic futures).  
The combos (call minus put at each strike) should therefore remain discounted.  It is discounted now, anyway.

"crash-safe" short premium position?CoachPhil

Ri$k Doctor
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GOOG For April
« on: March 22, 2006, 10:42:49 AM »

Ri$k Doctor

What do you want to do?

In RD1 we are buying the APR 370/390 Call Vertical for 3 and change.



GOOG For April
« Reply #1 on: March 22, 2006, 05:25:10 PM »

GOOG For April
« Reply #2 on: March 23, 2006, 07:10:07 PM »

GOOG For April
« Reply #3 on: March 29, 2006, 08:44:23 AM »

GoldenBear
RD3

I can see the price is currently at a level of support, but I can not shake the bearish feeling that I have about this stock....especially if the CEO is planning any more public speaking
engagements.  (It seems that everytime he opens his mouth, the stock takes another beating...)

GoldenBear
RD3

Well, now.... if they are going to add GOOG to the S&P 500, let's get bullish ! 

Ri$k Doctor

How do you want to play it?

In RD1 we are selling the 430/450 Vertical for 3 and change to basically have 
on this wingspread configuration for free but the package is going for 10ish.



GOOG For April
« Reply #4 on: April 05, 2006, 08:23:41 AM »

Ri$k Doctor



Selling 20 Condors for 9ish because I am going away.  I will 
leave the two cheap 10-lot butterflies on the ends for a 
cheap shot.

Clarification:The 380/390/430/440 Call Condor is showing a 
natural market quote of 3.70-5.00 and the Put Condor is 
4.20-5.40.  The averages are 3.95-5.20 with a middle of 
4.60ish.  GOOG butterflies should be no more than .50 wide 
so the market is about 4.35 bid.  Now on 20 that is like 8.70 
on our original 10 lot base quantity (running credit of 
$8700).

GOOG For April
« Reply #5 on: April 21, 2006, 01:04:22 PM »

"Charles here waiting for a plane to catch and Trader5 has been kind enouigh to email me 
updates on my Blackberry and post all of this. 
GOOG has had a good earnings announcement: 

Google reports surge in earnings and revenue
By Bambi Francisco
Last Update: 4:10 PM ET Apr 20, 2006
SAN FRANCISCO (MarketWatch) - Google Inc. (GOOG : 
google inc cl a
Last: 415.00+4.50+1.10%
4:10pm 04/20/2006
Delayed quote data 

GOOG415.00, +4.50, +1.1%) reported first-quarter profit rose 60% to $592 million, or 
$1.95 a share, from $369 million, or $1.29, a year earlier. Those results include stock-
option costs and other expenses. Analysts expected Google to earn $1.75 a share, on that 
basis. Sales excluding expenses Google pays to its distribution partners grew to $1.53 
billion up 92% from last year, and above consensus expectations of $1.47 billion. Shares 
of Google shot as high as $429.50 a share in after-hours action.

Our 10 lot 430/440/450 butterfly has come to life. If GOOG expires near the High of the 
day, we will be out of the money.  Near the low, we willhave 5 more points 10 times. 

Trader5 will take screenshots of the options chains every hour on hour for the last 5 hours 
of the day.  We will take what the market decides what we shall have by liqudating 2 
butterflies each hour.  We will not trade it synthetically so that we avoid creating Pin Risk.  
We may take $9.90 for all of the 430/440 call verticals if ever available (assume a fill if 
440 putis offered at .05 or .10).  In that event we will liquidate the 440/450 call verticals 
at the times mentioned above.



Ri$k Doctor GOOG For April
« Reply #6 on: April 22, 2006, 09:20:56 PM »

Just arrived back and found that Trader5 was not going to be able to get some of those screenshots.  The average sales price would have been about 6.00 for an additional $6000 profit.  Trader5 
was able to get a few screenshots so here they are, but the first is a chart showing the hourly levels and some analysis of supporting estimates of the butterfly values at each hour where the 
screenshots were not available.
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gpe opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« on: January 31, 2006, 07:29:45 AM »

Charles,

I have a well capitalized account, and have evolved to a style of selling naked puts, for which I'd appreciate your feedback. (I now have more time available and have been doing a lot of reading recently, 
including CWS; I'm interested in branching out more, as appropriate). My main interest is in generating income.

My basic approach has been to sell monthly ATM puts on the SPX, and a few other major indexes, and to buy protection '10%' on the downside. I've been doing this 2 for 1 on the entire value of the account 
for both the selling and the protection. I've vacillated between buying the protection monthly, or buying it for longer time periods for greater protection against market drift downwards. I've also wondered if 
writing at 3 to 1, and perhaps adjusting the protection percentage could be more optimal.

Is the above a solid approach for generating income? Any suggestions?

Thanks,

George

CoachPhil opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #1 on: February 01, 2006, 01:05:23 PM »

Well if you are selling puts and buying further OTM puts, then you are not selling naked premium, these are credit spreads and if you choose to go this route, a better alternative to selling naked puts.

The only problem I see is that you are selling ATM puts on the SPX and then looking to buy puts 10% otm to limit your risk.  10% on the SPX is HUGE and you will be paying very little for those puts but 
have a huge margin.  For example, you could sell the MAR SPX 1280 puts right now for $18.50 and 10% down on the SPX puts you at 1150 which you can buy for $1.40 and a net credit of $17.10 per 
spread..... but a margin requirement of $13,000 minus the credit received per spread.

The return looks nice, but the SPX can easily move 17 points and you are taking on a lot of risk.  Remember the risk is not only measured by the capital at risk but by the chances for success.  With ATM 
options you are pretty much in a 50-50 coin toss as to whether the index will move up or down.
To play this strategy better you may want to look into selling DEEP OTM puts and then buying slightly deeper OTM puts as protection.  The credit received is lower BUT, the chances of those puts expiring 
OTM are so much higher so you can earn more credits more often.  You can adjust the width of the spreads depending on your risk tolerance and amount of capital but the real importance here comes in 
risk management.

A losing spread can wipe out a lot of profits so you need good risk management in place to ensure that if the market is moving against you, you either get out or make an adjustment.
I sell credit spreads OTM and I am usually 60 - 70 points OTM or more on average and when the market swings I adjust to protect myself.
I just feel that selling ATM options has a higher risk given the wild short-term swings of the market and downward moves will have IV increases which could hurt you twice.  A deep OTM spread not too 
wide will mostly offset vega.
Just some food for thought..
Phil

Ri$k Doctor

 

opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #2 on: February 03, 2006, 10:49:07 AM »

Both of you have strategies that you have had success with and feel comfortable with.  It is obvious that in the event of a nightmare move down that both of you would suffer greatly, much more than you 
will gain in any single month but the profitable months are more common for you.

My recommendation for gpe is to find a lower strike to buy especially if you start increasing your size.  CoachPhil's concern about the margin would not be a concern for gpe because it is less than the 
customary naked margin requirement.

In my 25 years, I have seen them carry out, on stretchers, the victims of naked short options positions.  It is only a matter of time when they get you for all you have.  I have been there myself.  You 
are close to 7 figures.  Wonderful.  But what will your size be when that figure is double, triple, etc.?  The formula goes like this: You will be trading a lot bigger if you've been successful you may grow 
to 20 lots of 50s or 100s then one day the S&Ps drop 100 points a day for days.  
You can increase your size quite a bit if you are not naked.  Develop a safe habit and put some clothes on.  What is the hurry anyway?  Don't let greed take away all your hard earned/saved capital 
when there are terrorist threats looming all the time.



gpe opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #3 on: February 03, 2006, 08:33:48 PM »

Charles and Phil,

Thank you both for your responses. How does the following approach sound:

Yes, I should pay more attention to trade management and protecting myself. So, let's assume the spx were at 1270. What if  I sold enough contracts at 1230 (3%) down, and bought 
the same amount of contracts at 1190 (6%) down. I'd sell enough contracts to provide a credit of close to 2% of the value of my capital base (requires writing and buying many more 
contracts than I would have ever considered before). Now, I believe I can also enter conditional orders at my broker - Interactive Brokers, so that I can automatically liquidate at 1230, 
never placing me on the steep downwards part of the curve (and also providing a form of automatic market crash/meltdown insurance). My loss at that point would be about 4% of my 
cash holdings, but since the market would have declined at that point by 3% anyways, this is the risk I take for writing so many contracts 3% ITM. What am I not seeing?

By the way, the above is still an 'automatic' approach for credit selling each month. Am I likely to enhance my expected earnings by developing additional skills/techniques in credit and 
debit spreads, both in stocks as well as in indexes?

Thanks,

GPE

Ri$k Doctor opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #4 on: February 04, 2006, 05:47:11 PM »

This would be an arbitrary approach and I suspect you would get chopped up quite a bit.  I suggest you place your strikes based upon support and resistance points but that is an art 
that you would need to debvelope.  Diomonetrics may be of ionterest to you in aiding you in this endeavor (Check it out in Chapter 6 of "The Hidden Reality").

CoachPhil opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #5 on: February 04, 2006, 08:05:42 PM »

I can only speak for myself that studying the SPX and support and resistance areas and other technical tools are what I use for strike selection.  One short cut rule is to take the ATM 
straddle and double it and move that far from the ATM strikes since that will be a quick and dirty MM 2 sigma distribution range.  Look for strikes outside that range.  Combine that with 
support and resistance lines and you will be putting the probabilities on your side.  This still requires the human touch unfortunately and cannot be automated.  But it is good general 
approach for strike selection which should then be tailored to your own trading style.

The next key is how you react when the market moves outside that distribution before expiration and is straightforward risk management 

I think Diamonetrics will be good to add to detemrine what times to possibly leg into Skip-strike FLYs as a hedge.  If the market starts dropping with plenty of time left to expiration,
then perhaps Diamonetrics will guide you in what strikes to select to roll into Skip-Strike-Flies.

Ri$k Doctor opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #6 on: February 06, 2006, 05:54:57 PM »

I concur.

« Reply #7 on: February 15, 2006, 07:04:55 AM »

Phil,

Thanks for your reply. Can you please expand upon your defensive strategies, especially regarding legging into a skip-strike-fly?

I've done a fair amount of modelling, and agree with your approach towards deep otm strike choices, and Charles, I've really (really!) gotten a lot out of your latest book. Where I'm
having trouble connecting the dots is how a skip-strike-fly adjustment would work as an alternative to straightforward liquidation in the event of a severe downward move.

Thanks.

GPE

opinion on naked premium selling approach?gpe



CoachPhil opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #8 on: February 15, 2006, 01:42:26 PM »

There are a few choices you can look into to hedge or adjust if a short strike is looking like it might be getting too close for comfort to the underlying index.

1. First, since I use deep OTM credit spreads I set up an arbitrary point 15 points away from my short strike as a place where I force myself to make a decision on whether I hold pat,
adjust or get out, depending on time to expiration and my analysis of SPX.

2. Prior to getting to that point abvoe, I also look for technical clues as to whether any significant support or resistance has been broken or other technical analysis that tells me that the
index is more likely to threaten my short strike.  One small step I do is to put on some SPY or XSP puits or calls between my short strike and the index. THis is a PARTIAL HEDGE since
you cannot hedge perfectly as the cost outweighs the premium received.  What this does for me is that if the index keeps moving against me, the partial hedges will earn profits which
will help partially offset the cost of any adjustments I need to make.  How much to spend or how many to put on depends on your credit and position.  For example, if I take in $10,000
in credit, I may decide to spend from $2 - $5K on partial hedges in long puts or calls or call or put spreads as a first line of defense.  Not always, it depends on what I think might
happen.

3. One common adjustment I make is to roll the spread out to further strikes.  For example, roll my 1185/1195 bull put spread to 1175/1185 when I want a little more room between
my strikes and the current index price in order to allow theta to do its thing when I am not too far from expiration.  Doing this 5 weeks out is not too effective.  If you put on a partial
hedge, as above, the move of the market against you somewhat might mean that the partial hedge can offset part of this cost to roll down.  Another thing I do is if I roll the puts down
as I said above, I may then add deep OTM call spreads and convert to an Iron Condor to bring in more premium helping to finance the adjustment.

4. The Skip-Strike-Fly, a la Cottle, is simply converting your credit spread into a BUTTER (also a la Cottle '> ) by purchasing a debit spread with more distance between the strikes
than the credit spread. So, if you have a 50 lot 1185/1195 put spread and the market starts to fall sharply and threaten your position, you can buy a 25 lot 1215/1195 debit spread or a
20 lot 1220/1195 debit spread, etc.  Keeping the ratios the same for a FLY.  Now you have a limited risk debit spread position vs. a huge limited risk credit spread position.  Also, if the
index is at the body near expiration you could have significant profits. I ONLY recommend this adjustment if the market starts falling sharply, using the hypothetical above, and you
expect it to keep falling and land near your short strikes around expiration.  The net debit of the converted FLY will still be high so it is not a cheap adjustment but it greatly reduces your
risk and allows for potential large profits.  Before doing this, compare it to simply closing out the spread as well which might be cheaper.  Also, once you do this, your margin is freed up
since you are now in a debit spread, and I would suggest selling another set of credit spreads FURTHER OTM to help reduce the cost even further.  If the market keeps crashing you can
adjust the new spread further while perhaps taking some profit on the adjusted FLY.  I consdier this a "BREAK GLASS IN CASE OF EMERGENCY" adjustment due to the high net debit
costs but still one to consider.  The further from expiration you are the more it will cost naturally.

5. One other possible adjustment is to compare the cost of closing the spread vs. BOXing the spread with the call credit spread of the same strikes.  Sometimes, given the wild b/a
spreads of the SPX, you might get a better fill on the deep ITM CALL Credit Spread vs. the debit to close the deep OTM put spread.  Not often, but it's worth looking into as a possible
way of BOXing off the spread and then looking to sell more credit spreads at lower strikes to bring in more credit.  This goes against intuition but SPX spreads are so wide, you never
know and is worth a look.  If you have time you can try an agressive call credit spread limit order and see if it gets filled at the mid-point before closing the debit spread at a price
potentially below that mid-point.  BOXing the spread and selling another spread at a lower strike is just a different way of adusting the strikes lower described above.  Choose the path
with the least cost to you being aware of BOX risks (although this is a European option so ignore dividends and early assignment).

6. If the royal feces is hitting the fan, then shorting or going long the appropriate ES or SP futures is a good intraday emergency hedge for those unexpecetd swan events.  Of course
you need an account where cross-margining is allowed to give you the benefit of the hedge (usually in prop risk-based haircut lol).  But some retailers will recognize the hedge intraday.

It is hard to detail exactly when to do each adjustment or when they work.  I have success with adjusting the strikes down on small extended moves towards my short position (like after
Katrina or during the overextended Thanksgiving rally last year) and salvage a small profit from it as the market pulls back or theta wins out.  On major swings against me, which have
not happened yet, the skip strike FLY is a consideration.  Partial hedges are never a bad idea to slop at times.  In NOV, I made more money from partial hedges than my actual SPX
positions- rare but nice when you can utlize those hedges.

Well it is really hard to detail every possible scenario and action but here are some overviews.

opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #9 on: February 17, 2006, 02:00:05 PM »

Phil,

Thanks for your very detailed explanation of how you adjust. You posts have helped me significantly in my approach to my option writing this month.

Regards,

GPE

gpe



alassio opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #10 on: March 06, 2006, 01:32:08 PM »

Hi all,

Since credit spreads are my "bread & butter" positions, I am always looking for even better ways to defend them in case of troubles. Thanks for listing a few proposals, some of which I didn't consider yet.
Here come my few cents of accumulated techniques/experiences:
1. Rolling to next month: It is often possible to roll into next month for even money and to get far away enough before the trend reverses. This works fine if we are in a sideways market with wide swings. 
However, if it was the beginning of a longer countertrend, you will get soon into trouble again with the rolled position.
2. Switch put/call credit spreads: Instead of rolling, put credit spreads can be closed and new OTM call credit spreads can be opened, usually in the same month and in an amount to compensate much of the 
costs of the closed spreads. Works fine if the trend continues and expiration isn't too close. Risk of getting whipsawed.
3. Use long straddles as partial hedge: If we have a short strong move towards the short strike but a reversal is expected, using next month long straddles can be used as partial hedge which can profit from 
the reversal. Some cost may be recoverd by adding further OTM credit spreads in the same month. Main risk is vega risk where the pullback doesn't come and the situation stabilizes. 

I usually mix those approaches depending on my expectations of future market movement where I usually try to compensate most adjustment costs and try to avoid rolling into next months.
Please comment on my current approach and feel free to suggest better alternatives.

Regards, alassio

Ri$k Doctor opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #11 on: March 20, 2006, 10:21:02 AM »

alassio: Sounds like you have a good handle on what you are doing.  The backmonth straddle creates double calendarized slingshots and you are right about vega so you need to make sure IV is 
favorable otherwise you are better off using the front month.  Depending on how far away your verticals are, cheaper strangles may become a consideration.

Ri$k Doctor opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #13 on: March 20, 2006, 10:53:52 AM »

You could even do a little gamma scalping with the straddle.

BTW: if you do choose to futures against a vertical you have 
what is known as a "risk reversal or a risk conversion 
depending on which way it is going.  Pasted below is a risk 
reversal where there long futures bought delta neutral against 
a bear spread.  This is copied and pasted from the original 
"Options: Perception and Deception" manuscript and uses an 
easy example with a 50 delta vertical. 

opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #12 on: March 20, 2006, 10:41:44 AM »

Yes, the straddle method didn't work well recently. Even if the 
move back occurred, its profits usually have been 
overcompensated by the vega losses.
I forgot another adjustment method I use:
4. Turn a call credit spread into a backspread. Compensate the 
cost by an additional put credit spread. If the move continues, 
the previous loss can even become a profit. Main risk is falling 
into the hole of the backspread if the situation stabilizes at the 
wrong point. (Never happened yet). Last year this adjustment 
saved my ass several times when I thought the bull market in 
European markets came to a halt, but it was only a short 
pullback ...

alassio



There is more to say about how skew plays a roll and the 
following images are from the Risk Reversal discussion in the 
Skew Chapter (10) in Options Trading: The Hidden Reality.

 
 

 

opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #14 on: March 21, 2006, 09:06:14 PM »

Thanks Charles... I will dive into all that.   My idea of selling futures against the verticals is really a "Break Glass in Case of Emergency" play where a severe move is occurring and you need to hedge 
immediately for the time being against that move.  There is some timing of course but once the adverse move cools, you can close the futures position for a profit and then reevaluate the vertical as to 
whether it is better to close and use the hedge profits to result in a much much smaller net loss, or if your analysis demonstrates that the worst is over, you can simply bank the profits as a potential 
hedge from losses you may have to take if the market proves you wrong and you simply need to get out.

CoachPhil



Ri$k Doctor Forums

Ri$k Doctor opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #15 on: March 21, 2006, 09:10:35 PM »

That is totally cool and an appropriate way to approach it.  I love the "Break Glass in Case of Emergency" analogy.  Is that a CoachPhil original?

CoachPhil opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #16 on: March 21, 2006, 09:29:35 PM »

Yes! LOL

It is the only way to get the point across that futures are shorted or bought on a market moving against you only in those major panics because playing with them other times can really 
@#$% up your account lol.

The glass analogy seems to convey the point the best  

Break the Glass to Save Your @$$.  I have not had to do it yet thankfully and hope I never do 

alassio opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #17 on: March 29, 2006, 02:05:02 AM »

Since the straddle provides weak protection because it is vulnerable to IV implosion after a move, I wonder whether a short ATM calendar could be an alternative. The short calendar 
should profit from a move and from IV implosion, which is better than the plain straddle. What do you think about this hedge?

Ri$k Doctor
opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #18 on: March 29, 2006, 08:36:02 AM »

Couple of issues with that: 1st is that it will be treated as naked by the NASD so you will 
have to have enough for the exorbitant margin requirement. 2nd is if you could say yes 
to the following, it can be alright for you: "Would you consider selling a back month 
straddle in combination with buying a front month straddle to remedy the situation?"  The 
reason I am asking is because 1 short straddle swap is synthetically equivalent to 2 short 
calendars (via the Jelly Roller).

opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #20 on: March 30, 2006, 08:42:26 AM »

Implosion = Bad

Ri$k Doctor

alassio opinion on naked premium selling approach?
« Reply #19 on: March 30, 2006, 01:11:07 AM »

Thanks for pointing me to the synthetic alternative of a short straddle swap, I didn't notice before. At 
Eurex, margin is risk based and therefore not treated as a naked position. Since the purpose would be 
some protective hedge, it would be closed at latest at expiration of the front month. However, since the 
gains are limited, the protection is also limited.
Another alternative is a backspread, maybe even calendarized, since when the market returns and the 
hedge is not needed any more, the backspread may be closed for a small profit. However, I have to 
check its reaction to IV implosion.
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Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« on: February 15, 2006, 02:00:40 PM »

Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #1 on: February 25, 2006, 06:34:17 PM »

Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #2 on: February 27, 2006, 10:54:48 AM »

Harvesting Baby Butterflies

CoachPhil

Charles and others:

Wanted to let you peek over my shoulder on my experiment to open FLYs on the SPX and then sell off imbedded FLYs when appropriate to reduce the net debit and possibly get to a net
credit under the right cicrumstances or close the remaiing FLY for a profit.

On the down day in the SPX last week I opened a MAR SPX 1200/1230/1260 Put FLY.  When we moved higher, I also opened a MAR SPX 1265/1285/1305 Call Fly to capture any upside
movement.

The spreadsheet below shows both FLY positions, the embedded FLYs inside and the net debits for both.  We are stlll a little out from expiration so no looking to sell any imbeddded FLYs
this week or even next.  But after that I may start picking them off if the premium is right and it fits my analysis.  I will update the positions as I go here.  The other potential is that if
the market looks to be settling in the range of one of the FLYs I may just hold it towards expiration.

We will see how I can manage the positions.  I did one of each so the actual cost is quite small.

aa35360

Phil,
Interesting position.  I understand the plan to sell baby flys if the underlying is within one of the larger flys in the next couple weeks.  But what would you do with the fly that is OTM?
 Hope the underlying falls into it, or just sell it for a loss and assume that your profitable fly makes up for the other's loss?
Either way, I look forward to seeing how you'll trade it.
ST

CoachPhil

Quote (aa35360 @ Feb. 25 2006,22:34)
Phil,
Interesting position.  I understand the plan to sell baby flys if the underlying is within one of the larger flys in the next couple weeks.  But what would you do with the fly that is OTM?  Hope the underlying falls into 
it, or just sell it for a loss and assume that your profitable fly makes up for the other's loss?
Either way, I look forward to seeing how you'll trade it.
ST

Basically the total cost of the trade is the combined cost of both FLYs.  My goal is to focus on the FLY which covers the current range of the market and sell of the imbedded FLYs there
to cover the whole cost of the two positions and hopefully a profit.  So the OTM FLY will be allowed to expire unless there is some value left after trading the ATM FLY.

TIme decay is starting to kick in so the premiums might look better for selling the imbedded FLYs.  Will keep you posted if I do anything.

Phil

Ri$k Doctor

« Reply #3 on: March 03, 2006, 09:37:36 AM »

Crunch out the values of all the butterflies that you have in inventory.  You may want to keep the cheapos and the ones that you feel may blossom according to your support and 
resistance points.  You may want to take some money off the table if there are ones that are playing for ranges that you do not think likely for expiration or ones that are too expensive 
(not desirable) to hold.



Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #4 on: March 03, 2006, 09:59:33 AM »

CoachPhil

I actually started thinking about what actions to take given the range of the index and I like your suggestion.   I was pulling up the chain as I was reading your post so a ncie
coincidence lol.

One thing I might conclude is that the wide SPX b/a spreads make it harder to harvest the babies and I either should look at other index choices or a good wide ranging stock (GOOG
comes to mind )

Phil

Ri$k Doctor Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #5 on: March 05, 2006, 04:49:23 PM »

GOOG is a fun one to do this with. 

CoachPhil Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #6 on: March 06, 2006, 09:23:43 AM »

Thanks Charles!  I think SPX is not the way to really test this out.  All the imbedded FLYs have Bids of negative numbers due to wide SPX spreads.  I am gonna try and sell some off this 
week to salvage something on the position and then look at a stock like GOOG.

Will also look into the dissector for quick analysis.

Regards,
Phil

Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #7 on: March 08, 2006, 09:10:29 AM »

You can ignore the natural market's below zero bid.  Find the mid-point of the package and offer anything that you want to sell at .05 to .10 lower than the middle.  You may have to 
motivate them more in illiquid situations as much as .25.  The market makers will want that edge.

Ri$k Doctor

http://www.riskillustrated.com/get2/download.htm


Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #13 on: March 21, 2006, 09:02:43 PM »

CoachPhil Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #8 on: March 08, 2006, 09:29:44 AM »

Yeah the problem was the negative bid was quite low so the midpoints I am seeing are at $0.35 or $0.40 so I would have to sell at $0.30 or lower to get filled.  I am going to try to see 
what I can unravel based on which strikes are attractive to sell.

I am going to wait for GOOG to settle after the recent jump in price and then slap on a FLY because I see GOOG staying in the $300s for some time until next earnings.  I think I will 
have more success testing this on GOOG than on the SPX.
Appreciate the insights.  Will post if I move any babies....

CoachPhil Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #9 on: March 14, 2006, 12:25:42 PM »

Well I sold the 1265/1285/1305 Call FLY for $8.00 Credit.  Thus my loss on the entire position is only $2.25.  The wide b/a spreads on the SPX make this difficult to do so I am going to 
try it on GOOG.  Trading near $350 I am going to look into the APR 300/350/400 FLY and see how many little orphans I can sell off.

So a cheap learning experience on the SPX FLYs ($225).  We will see about GOOG.

Ri$k Doctor Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #10 on: March 20, 2006, 10:14:57 AM »

Just in time.  SPX settled just out of range.  Way to salvage the trade.

ashoo Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #11 on: March 21, 2006, 05:18:43 PM »

Hello CoachPhil,
GOOGs IV is expected to go up from where it is now since next month is the earnings month. Usually a fly is entered when IV is high. If IV creeps higher after you enter your fly 
wouldn't the harvested baby butterflies be worth less when you sell them? I am just trying to learn and understand the mechanics of the trade or am I missing something?

Thanks,
Sri

Ri$k Doctor Harvesting Baby Butterflies
« Reply #12 on: March 21, 2006, 06:05:18 PM »

They would be worth less unless time had gone by and the baby's body was ATM.

CoachPhil

Increasing IV would keep the baby flies prices down but if I can pick off enough initially to cover the cost or get to a net credit, I can then let theta kick in on the remaining FLYs.  The
risk is GOOG settling in on a strike of a sold baby but the premium taken in will at least reduce my risk.  If GOOG keeps bouncing around the $300s then over time I can at worst reduce
my risk significantly.

Remember in the SPX FLY I took off the call FLY and reduce my risk from $10.25 to $2.25.  I may take a few small losses but perhaps I can consistently take in credits doing this month
to month.

Of course this is all assumptions and I will have to test it as I will with GOOG.  Once things settle down this week I will place a GOOG $300/$350/$400 FLY or something close to it and
lay it out here.

I may have to wait longer to take out the babies if IV increases but there is no rush to start selling the babies, only do so when the premium and strikes are worth it (i.e. you would
independently sell those baby FLYs on their own).

Quote (ashoo @ Mar. 21 2006,21:18)
Hello CoachPhil,
GOOGs IV is expected to go up from where it is now since next month is the earnings month. Usually a fly is entered when IV is high. If IV creeps higher after you enter your fly wouldn't the harvested baby 
butterflies be worth less when you sell them? I am just trying to learn and understand the mechanics of the trade or am I missing something?
Thanks,
Sri
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decadencenow Market Makers Approch to selling a position.
« on: March 07, 2006, 06:33:23 AM »

Hi Charles, 

I understand synthetic positions from you book, but if I wanted to purchase straight puts on a stock like the way GM has recently (2005) been behaving, how would you "cover" your risk 
and position as being potentially "naked" a Put. I know you can then spread yourself off, but then you are then naked between the legs and at risk for the position between the spread, if 
you as a MM then did credit spread, (with me taking only one side) or will you do the conversion / reversal? Looking at the past we know that recently GM did drop and the puts would 
have made some money. The same could apply to a stock like google where calls will make money. How would you also have made money from my transaction?

I really do appreciate the time taken to answer my questions. And thanks.

Ri$k Doctor Market Makers Approch to selling a position.
« Reply #1 on: March 08, 2006, 04:33:35 PM »

Long naked options are much different than short naked options.  Unlike, naked long options which have built in protection (hedged by definition in that they only can lose what you pay) 
short options are the ones that need protection.

So, wehn buying naked options, plan beforehand to be able to lose the whole amount comfortably and therefore it needs no hedge.  Perhaps you need to decrease your size for certain 
trades to meet that objective.

MMs ill most likely NOT lock in the Box or a Conversion/Reversal against your individual trade.  The liquidity issues for him or her do not allow that.  Instead, they hedge the delta 
immediately for sure.  Depending on the size of the trade, if it is small, they will let the other trades that they make absorb the other Greek exposures.  If it is a huge trrade, they will 
either take a calculated bet against you or scramble for whatever Greek offsetting options are available at favorable prices hoping to reel in the rest over time and manage the risk with 
positive and/or negative gamma scalping.
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Price discrepancies
« Reply #1 on: February 21, 2006, 08:46:56 PM »

ksaunders Price discrepancies
« on: February 20, 2006, 12:01:59 AM »

I am new to position dissection but i do find it facinating. I was going through the various position dissections in Chapter 1 of CWS and plugging them into options analysis software. 

Even though the profit and loss diagrams were the same for each position - (indicating equivalency) there were slight discrepancies in the prices of each dissected position. Is there a way 
to capitalise on these differences?

thanks in advance
kevin

ohlala

Hi Ksaunders, 
 As a retail trader, I don't think that there would be a realistic way to capitalise on the arbitrage oppurtunities, that arise due to price discrepancies. 

These situations seem to arise due to: A real price discrepancy, delay, error in quotes, misinterpretation of the real risk. They are catchy as they may give the idea of easy money out
there, and who wouldnt want that, I would definitely want some.!!  You must realise that "if " there is a discrepancy look to see if there is really an oppurtunity.  There may be a
dividend upcoming and if you don't figure that into the calculation you could loose money where that you thought would be a sure profit. 

Also the "edge" may be .05 and to capitalise on this, you would have to put on a large number of contracts which is generally not the case for a retail trader.  Also, while going through
the examples in the book, note that the prices are theoretical, and don't have bid / ask spreads or have interest/dividends (chapter 8 material) figured into the calculation. 

Also, take a look at the question I asked Charles a couple of weeks ago, "price of call flys vs. put flys" although it's on butterflies, it gives a rough idea what is all involved.
Hope this helps.  I'm sure Charles will add some further info.
Sathya

ksaunders Price discrepancies
« Reply #2 on: February 21, 2006, 09:19:54 PM »

HI Sathya

Thanks for your comments. Very good information.

I should have said I tried the positions in the book with a underlying of the same price at the present time so the discrepancies were with real prices. 

I found the discrepancies were in the hundreds of dollars with contract sizes between 10 and 20 so that was interesting too. Really I'm interested in the theory of how you might take two 
equivalent positions - one with say a max risk of $45 000 and the other synthetically equivalent position but with a max risk of $45500 and extract the $500 difference. Is this even 
possible in theory?

Kevin



ksaunders Price discrepancies
« Reply #4 on: February 22, 2006, 05:47:39 AM »

Thanks for your very thorough treatment on this subject Sathya. Much appreciated. 

Perhaps I should have been more precise in what I was asking... I understand the principles of the C/R arbitrage which I agree is not worth it to the retail customer. 

The positions i was experimenting with were the more complex series of put call combinations on page 50 (exhibit 2-5) that required the box tool for dissection. 

My experiment was to find a stock of similar price and try to duplicate Gil Bates's original position and the 5 dissections to see how all the 5 different synthetic positions remain 
equivalent - and to use real market prices. 

I found that at the trade sizes in the book that the discrepancies were in the hundreds of dollars. I was interested in two things - is there a way to capitalize on this (ie buying the 
cheaper combination and selling the more expensive synthetic) and if so would the professional arbitrageur be even looking for these sorts of discrepancies when the main focus of the 
search is for the simpler to execute C/R and BOX trades?

Perhaps the question is "Do arbitrage opportunities exist in more complex positions and if so would they be also on the professional arbitrageurs radar?"

kevin

ohlala Price discrepancies
« Reply #3 on: February 22, 2006, 02:04:19 AM »

Hi Kevin, 
    Don't rely on the particular examples in the book to find price discrepancies, I'm not saying there is anything wrong with the numbers, but look at a real stock, options prices to see if you'd come across the 
same scenario.  If you did... based on the numbers provided and a rough calculation it comes out to be ~.25 discrepancy/option. If you do come across the scenario, ask yourself could the prices be erroneous, 
(one has updated quicker than the other, or with respect to the stock)?  If you think not, are you getting "the edge" using the worst case price, buying on the bid and selling on the ask, if you're taking a value in 
between, do you really think you would get filled at that price? 
Generally its better to take a position; say a call, by buying a call rather than a synthetic call(stock + put), less slippage and less commissions. 
Now if your just getting started, trading 10-20 contracts may not be totally advisable, start with what your comfortable and increase as you get more confident. 
"New option traders are often instructed to go into the market and concentrate on executing conversions and reversals because these strategies are riskless. BEWARE: there are no riskless strategies. There are 
only strategies with greater or lesser risk. The risks of doing conversions or reversals may not be immediately apparent, but they exist nonetheless". Quote from "Options Volatility and Pricing" by Sheldon 
Natenberg.
In the case you specified, if you locked in the difference between the synthetic market and the real market you'd have locked in that profit, but if your just looking at it as a trade by itself and looking whether the 
real or synthetic market is cheaper and putting on the cheaper one, the risk is almost identical and you'd be better off doing a single position (say buying a call if that's what your initially planning instead of buying 
a synthetic call).
If you do think you've found an Arbitrage situation by comparing the synthetic market to the real market, 
if the synthetic market is more expensive, sell it (+p -c) and buy the real market (the stock) creating a conversion, if the real market is expensive, sell the stock and buy the synthetic market (+c -p) creating a 
reversal.  Whatever edge was there would have been locked in and you will reap that profit at expiration. 
Now, doing this involves further risk; execution risk.  Would you be able to get filled on these three legs at the "edge price".  Pin Risk; having gotten filled at these prices, if the stock happens to be at the strike 
price at expiration you don't know whether you're going to be assigned on the short leg and whether you should exercise.  If that's the case you'd generally reverse the position to get out, but in doing that you'd 
be giving up a bit of profits to slippage, and if the initial edge was only .10-.15 it's a huge margin to give up. 
Further risks include interest rate risk and dividend risk.
Also being a retail trader, commisions add up and in order to get the real benefit from Arbitrage strategies you'd have to do them in large quantities, you'd have to calculate the cost of commissions into the 
equation as well. 
Just looking at the prices won't necessarily give you the true picture, unless you plug in the carry costs (banking). Once you've plugged in the all of those values, does the edge still exist? 
These situations are very few and far between and last no more than a few seconds as the professionals all swoop on them, once there's a huge demand the prices go back to normal. Think about it, a retail trader 
sitting behind a computer calculating it by hand (or calculator, computer, etc.) what edge does he have in competing against professional Arbitraguers who have sophisticated software that scans for these 
oppurtunities in real time.  Once the whole picture is considered (that's what it seemed to me) it's better to play options for direction or non-directional strategies rather than for arbitrage.
Hope this helps,
Sathya



    With either a single strike position or multiple strike position arbitrage situations "do/could" arise simply because of the fact of a few variables involved in the picture, and if one's slightly off, there 
could be an oppurtunity. 

All the options prices are interconnected, you've seen the first set of relations for an individual strike, the same concept applies for multi strikes and multi expiration months. Instead of looking at the 
conversino/reversal you'd look at the "box" values to see whether there all "in line". If you go beyond two strikes you could have the combination of short/long box, or for multi expirations the jelly roll. 

Take a look at the options matrix, Exhibit 6-9 (at least in the version I've got, if its not look for it in the Wing spreads chapter); you'll see how all the prices are interelated. Remember with the increase 
in number of strikes the number of variables that can affect the pricing increases. 

Foe example, take two strikes, the calls and the puts at the different strikes could have different IV's and thereby cause a discrepancy. That's only one variable, if you're interested further read Chapter 
8, Market Maker Insights. At times, I've found it a better remedy of putting me to sleep than counting sheep!!!! BTW Charles agrees that it is a great chapter for insomniacs. 

To put it straight 'Yes there are arb oppurtunities out there'. Would the retail trader be able to capitalise on them? 'Not Very Likely'.  Are they on the Professional Arbitraguers' Radar? 'Most certainly'.

ksaunders Price discrepancies
« Reply #6 on: February 22, 2006, 10:40:37 PM »

thanks for your views on this Sathya. Most helpful

kevin

ohlala Price discrepancies
« Reply #7 on: February 23, 2006, 09:19:19 PM »

Hi Kevin, 
   To peek further into this topic read the chapter "Option Arbitrage" from Option Volatility and Pricing by Sheldon Natenberg. It covers this topic in depth. 
Sathya

Ri$k Doctor Price discrepancies
« Reply #8 on: March 05, 2006, 05:32:49 PM »

Hi Kevin, and thank you Sathya.

The prices in most of the book's examples use a generic contract with no dividends and assume a zero interest rate.  Certainly, those are important variables and their impottance is expressed, as Sathya 
mentioned in Chapter 8.

My books are trying to show that futures options and stock options have identical underlying theories and foundations.  In reality, they differ slightly because of the models' treatment of dividends, interest 
and the probability of early exercise/assignment.

The emphasis is on the Hidden Reality that Position Dissection brings out and how it can help in the decision making process.

You will not find many opportunities to compete for discrepancies from the actual theoretical values without auto-trading arbitrage software and market maker margin status.  And you must be aware of 
stuff like why a 5.00 box can be worth more than 5.00 due to early exercise opportunities as opposed to the present value of 5.00 as the theory would suggest. 

The 1st chapter covers 1 strike, and the 2nd brings in the 2nd strike.  Later chapters bring in more strikes and more months but the major arbitrage opportunities for locked in profit happen in the 
microcosm of a single strike.

To answer your original question, it would be best to submit actual prices that you think are favorable and I will then examine them and present to you where and why the prices belong where they do.

Black-Scholes Thinking: Simply, right at the money in futures options, the call and put are valued the same.  However, in stocks the call is greater than the put by the carry cost of the stock.  Subtract 
from the carry cost any dividend if there is one during the expiration cycle.  The dividend greater than the carry cost, therefore would make the put worth more than the call when the underlying is right 
at the strike.  

Other equity models deviate from the above by calculating a probability of early exercise.

Price discrepancies
« Reply #5 on: February 22, 2006, 09:15:58 PM »

ohlala

Hi Kevin, 
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price of call flys vs put flys
« on: February 09, 2006, 06:54:54 PM »

ohlala

Hi Charles, 
     I was looking at OIH and noticed that there was a  difference in price between the ATM call flys and the put flys, the same price difference showed up when I looked few strikes up
from ATM. 
OIH closed at 141.45 on Feb 8. 
call flys  strike  put flys
  2.1       [140]      2.25
  2.25     [145]      2.35
  2.0       [150]      2.2
The values here are the mid values between b/a spread.
Is it the fact that the 145,150 put flys are ITM hence wider b/a spread hence bit more expensive than corresponding call fly's.  Does the fact that the ETF pays a dividend almost every
week have an influence on the prices?(Better to be in puts than call flys?)
Are options on ETF's(all) settled Europena style or American stlye? 
Are they cash settled or you have to buy the shares in the ETF on settletment?
If the difference is primarily due to being ITM options, is it realistic to get filled using the mid value of the cheaper options?(In this case filled on the put fly using the call fly's mid
value).
The reason why I'm looking at this is because the call flys are cheaper than the put flys but the ETF pays a dividend almost weekly which could come into play closer to exp if the call fly
is ITM. 
Appreciate your comments.
Sathya

Ri$k Doctor price of call flys vs put flys
« Reply #1 on: February 10, 2006, 02:30:45 PM »

I think you just cought a snapshot of inefficiency.  ETFs usualy involve 
delivery of the underlying.  My infor shows a quarterly Dividend on 
02/28/06 so I don't think that is a factor.  Call butterflies vary only 
when there is an exercise opportunity.  A long and short butterfly at the 
same strike is a double box.
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Iron Butterfly Trade walk through
« on: February 06, 2006, 08:58:17 AM »

CoachPhil

Charles and all:

Wanted to walk through a recent trade I did and highlight some adjustments as sort of an educational process for me and those reading as well as whatever insight Charles can provide.

Stock:  ISRG

On 2/2/06 ISRG was trading at extreme vols (~ 104%) because earnings were to be released in the aftermarket.  Next month vols were around 70% or so.  To trade the vol and leg into
a favorable position after the earnings and IV contraction I did the following with ISRG at $127:

Sold 3 FEB $130 Straddles @ $21.70.

SIDEBAR:  Since naked straddles carry risk and margin I only did 3 to keep it small since a large move producing a loss could be locked down with an adjustment in the AH
(shorting/buying stock) or the next day (rolling into FLY, etc..) and thus I would not take a large hit at all.

Earnings came out and stock was all over the place but opened the next day around $115 or so and vols dropped to 60/70%.  So the next day after the vol drop (2/3) I did the
following:

Bought 3 $115/$145 Strangles @ $4.30 (~63% vol)

My resultant position was an Iron Butterfly ($115/$130/$145) for a net credit of $17.40.  Since the strikes were $15.00 apart, the legged into FLY has a guaranteed profit of $2.40 per
spread and a max profit of $17.40 at $130 at expiration.

So I can leave the position alone to expiration and let it do what it wants knowing I have a guaranteed profit.

But dissecting the positon, I have a 115/130/145 wingspread which contains 27 imbedded butterflies:
115  120  125  130  135  140  145 

 3  6  9  6  3  (Baby Flies)

I could add further income to this position by selling off some of the babies (how cruel) depending on where the stock is given that we are 2 weeks to expiration.  Right now it is not a
consideration with the stock at $113.50 and falling so it is outside the range.

But assume the stock was hovering near $120 and the 115/120/125 Call Fly could be sold for $1.00.  I could sell that one baby FLY and bring in $1.00 improving my overall credit and
locked in profit.  If the stock floats back to $120 or so I can hold to see if it will stay near my max profit zone at $130, take the whole position off for a nice profit, or sell another baby
fly takaing another piece.

With the stock dropping now towards $113 I will just let it go to expiration to see if it moves back into the profit zone.

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Iron Butterfly Trade walk through
« Reply #1 on: February 07, 2006, 09:34:20 AM »

You may harvest baby butterflies at any time but your opinion is a factor but more importantly, what was the iron going for when you bought the strangle.  The reason I ask is that it is 
important to be consistent with what you would do if you had no position at that point.  
We get distracted with such things as, "I have legged this spread most excellently generating a greater credit than I will have to pay back".  In other words, "I cannot lose".  But you 
can... from that point forward.  Complacency has left some money on the table here, definitely, if you would not have initiated the iron at the moment of adjustment.  

ISRG has now plummeted to 101.  Have you considered ratioing your verticals?  That is selling off perhaps 2 of the bull spreads for 1.00 each, keeping 1*115/130 to protect the 3 bear 
spreads (130/145) embedded in your position.



Iron Butterfly Trade walk through
« Reply #2 on: February 07, 2006, 10:20:05 AM »

Iron Butterfly Trade walk through
« Reply #4 on: February 07, 2006, 12:15:03 PM »

CoachPhil

Quote (Ri$k Doctor @ Feb. 07 2006,13:34)
You may harvest baby butterflies at any time but your opinion is a factor but more importantly, what was the iron going for when you bought the strangle.  The reason I ask is that it is important to be consistent 
with what you would do if you had no position at that point.  
We get distracted with such things as, "I have legged this spread most excellently generating a greater credit than I will have to pay back".  In other words, "I cannot lose". But you can... from that point forward.  
Complacency has left some money on the table here, definitely, if you would not have initiated the iron at the moment of adjustment. 

ISRG has now plummeted to 101.  Have you considered ratioing your verticals?  That is selling off perhaps 2 of the bull spreads for 1.00 each, keeping 1*115/130 to protect the 3 bear spreads (130/145) 
embedded in your position.

When I first considered the adjustment the straddle did have a higher profit than the locked in credit of rolling into the FLY but I had some expectation that the stock would pullback into
the $120s and it actually moved back to $121 before this plummet down to $101.  So that was one of the considerations behind the adjustment.

As for now, I am not sure I follow on selling the 2 of the bull spreads ($115/$130).  Since they are puts they were sold to open (legged into) so to close 2 of them I would have to buy
them back and they are almost at the maximum value.  At this point being so far OTM I am content to let the Iron Fly expire for a net credit since I cannot see an adjustment to make
without taking on more risk.

Ri$k Doctor Iron Butterfly Trade walk through
« Reply #3 on: February 07, 2006, 11:55:07 AM »

The top half shows the 27 baby butterflies embedded in your 3 lot pregnant butterfly.
The lower half shows the result of siphoning off 2 of the 3 closer synthetic long call 115/130 verticals.

CoachPhil

Charles:
Thanks that helps me follow it better.  Stupid me I stated 9 pregnant butterflies but forgot to 
multiply by 3 (# of spreads).

One question.  On the lower left-handed box, how does the short 2 calls at $115 when matched 
with the long 3 puts result in a net call position of 1?I see 2 short call at $115 and 3 long puts 
at $115 which can be 2oo synthetic short positions with a long $115 put.
Are you saying that the position now behaves exactly like an unbalanced strike call butterfly of 
+1*$115/-4*$130/+3*145?

Ri$k Doctor Iron Butterfly Trade walk through
« Reply #5 on: February 07, 2006, 12:25:38 PM »

The Dissector is removing 3 boxes to result in the nets (nC & nP):

Perhaps the following dissection will help illustrate what I am trying to suggest:
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Introduce...
« Reply #1 on: January 18, 2006, 06:03:47 PM »

Introduce...
« Reply #2 on: January 19, 2006, 03:26:23 PM »

Introduce...
« Reply #3 on: January 23, 2006, 12:06:11 PM »

CoachPhil Introduce...
« on: January 18, 2006, 01:05:44 PM »

Just signed up and wanted to say hi!  Had the pleasure of meeting Charles this weekend and learning from him and found my way over here.  My name is Phil and I mainly trade options 
on the indexes and look forward to exchanges of ideas.

Phil

ohlala

HI CoachPhil, 
 Just out of curiosity are you the same person on the TOS trader lounge boards? or a different coachphil???

CoachPhil

Yup, that would be me 

Phil

Ri$k Doctor

Welcome CoachPhil!  Please let all of us know about your radio show -- when we can hear it and where we can find it.  

Also please feel free to post a link to where people can find your book and list some of its unique features.

You also have a big presence on the EliteTrader Boards so please post a link to where we can read the discussions you are involved with. 

CoachPhil Introduce...
« Reply #4 on: January 23, 2006, 04:06:02 PM »

Charles,

Thanks for the welcome and the suggestion.

My book, The Option Trader Handbook, can be found here.

It focuses on trade adjustments from the P/L point of view and is good way to learn how to adjust profitable and losing positions.  I would think a good precursor to Charles' book which 
goes into greater detail from the market maker/risk paramter (Greeks) point of view.

I also used to have a weekly radio show live on the internetWednesday.  Wish I had Charles on as a guest.
Right now I have been studying selling straddles into IV spikes and then converting to Iron Flys.  Another poster at EliteTrader.com was discussing this and found it interesting way to 
play IV and theta and then roll into FLYs at little or no risk.   Have one running on GOOG although the surge today will mean I might just have to close out.

Phil

P.S.  Looking forward to the book 

https://www.amazon.com/Option-Trader-Handbook-Strategies-Adjustments/dp/0470481617/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1481242793&sr=8-1&keywords=The+Option+Trader+Handbook
http://www.washingtonbusinessradio.com/


Introduce...
« Reply #5 on: January 23, 2006, 05:15:40 PM »

Introduce...
« Reply #6 on: February 02, 2006, 06:25:10 PM »

Introduce...
« Reply #7 on: February 02, 2006, 07:43:32 PM »

Ri$k Doctor

Thanks CoachPhil.  Your show runs right into RD3 so I will be able to catch a lot of it each week.

ohlala

Hi CoachPhil, Charles and others.....
 Coach, you wrote that you mainly trade options on Index's.... I've got a question, most of the cash settled index's dont have a bid/ask quote, so how do you know that you're getting

the position for a fair price? 
You can calculate the width of the spread the MM needs to get a theoretical edge by the bid/ask spread of the stock times the delta of the options spread. Now when I say theoretical I

mean theoretical and not practical as the MM can get the edge by just having a spread a penny or two wide or less, but options spreads don??t trade in penny increments, unfortunately!!! 
I combine this reference with comparing the spread of the individual options with a similar delta to the spread trade that I'm doing and put in an order at that price which is generally 
much narrower that the quoted bid/ask and I've been filled quite frequently at those prices.
How do you go about shaving the spread of the trade to get a realistic fill?

What??s the main drawing card for you towards Index??s, their high liquidity? other variables? 
Not trying to pull any strings, just curious
I've not been too attracted to Index??s as I would have to put a large number of contracts onto achieve a similar potential profit compared to stocks, and the commissions add up very 
quickly.

Look forward to your input,
Sathya

CoachPhil

Quote (ohlala @ Feb. 02 2006,22:25)

Hi CoachPhil, Charles and others.....
Coach, you wrote that you mainly trade options on Index's.... I've got a question, most of the cash settled index's dont have a bid/ask quote, so how do you know that you're getting the position for a fair price? 
You can calculate the width of the spread the MM needs to get a theoretical edge by the bid/ask spread of the stock times the delta of the options spread. Now when I say theoretical I mean theoretical and 
not practical as the MM can get the edge by just having a spread a penny or two wide or less, but options spreads don??t trade in penny increments, unfortunately!!! 

I combine this reference with comparing the spread of the individual options with a similar delta to the spread trade that I'm doing and put in an order at that price which is generally much narrower that the 
quoted bid/ask and I've been filled quite frequently at those prices.
How do you go about shaving the spread of the trade to get a realistic fill?
What's the main drawing card for you towards Index??s, their high liquidity? other variables?
Not trying to pull any strings, just curious
I've not been too attracted to Index??s as I would have to put a large number of contracts onto achieve a similar potential profit compared to stocks, and the commissions add up very quickly.
Look forward to your input,
Sathya

Cash settled indexes certainly do have bid/ask quotes such as the SPX, XEO and OEX.  The spreads are wide unfortunately on the SPX products but the "fair value" for my purposes is 
the floor mid-point and i try and shave off of it as little as I can.  So if the b/a on a spread is $1.00/$2.00 I start at $1.50 and shave about a dime or so and place a limit order and let it 
sit.  This is more from experience because I am selling deep OTM spreads and the wider the spread, the more I have to shave off the mid-point to get filled.

The main drawing of indexes is that they are easier to follow and analyze because you are looking at the market as a whole (SPX) as opposed to the specific risks of any stock.  I do not 
have to worry about specific stock earnings or sectors or scanning stocks to find my trades.  I follow one index closely and trade off it month in and month out.  Indexes also allow for 
more technical tools since they are widely followed.  So I can ignore individual shocks such as GOOG or BA and look at the market as a whole.  It makes life easy for me.  I basically got 
tired of searching and scanning for more stocks.

Also with the S&P, I have SPX, XSP, SPY, ES, SP, and XEO/OEX (98% correlation) so many choices to trade the same underlying.  I can achieve nice profits on the index.  The underlying 
does not matter, the strategies matter.  Commissions no longer are an issue given discount brokers so it is not a factor really.  
So basically I get to focus all my attention on one main underlying which is less prone to wild price swings than individual stocks.  Sure the SPX can dunk 20 points on an horrible day but 
on average it moves slowly day to day and is easy to monitor.
It is really about trading style and preference and the indexes, especially the S&P suit my style perfectly 
Phil



Introduce...
« Reply #9 on: February 02, 2006, 09:07:25 PM »

Introduce...
« Reply #10 on: February 03, 2006, 10:29:37 AM »

ohlala Introduce...
« Reply #8 on: February 02, 2006, 08:58:47 PM »

Hi Coach, 
   Thanks for pointing it out, some of the Indexes have bid/ask prices. I made my comments based on the DJX, DFX, MNX which dont seem to show  bid/ask prices. Also the I didn't see 
bid/ask prices for the other indexes like SPX, SPY as the setting on the display was set to high/low. 
Sathya

DonnaV

actually....wasn't it Lauren Bacall to Bogart?

CoachPhil

Quote (ohlala @ Feb. 03 2006,00:58)
Hi Coach, 
   Thanks for pointing it out, some of the Indexes have bid/ask prices. I made my comments based on the DJX, DFX, MNX which don't seem to show  bid/ask prices. Also the I didn't see bid/ask prices for the 
other indexes like SPX, SPY as the setting on the display was set to high/low. 
Sathya

I think you are looking for the bid/ask prices on the indexes themselves where there is none.  I trade the options on the indexes and those do have b/a prices. 

Phil

Ri$k Doctor Introduce...
« Reply #11 on: February 03, 2006, 11:52:18 AM »

For the MNX, you can look at the QQQQs and multiply by 4 to get the effective width of the options.  The MNX options are about 4 times larger but very a bit because one is an equity 
and the other is an index.  Also they differ by a trading day for expiration.

Similar relationships can be found in DJX vs. DIA

SPX vs. SPY

In learning about how much to shave:
I personally don't use that term because it implies that you ar shaving a little off the ask price.  But it is also used to add to the bid price. 

The natural bid/ask spread for spreads is to be totally ignored.  Find the middle value and motivate a counter party by adding a little when buying or deducting a little when selling.  How 
much will be based on experience and options involved.  

Try first by adding .025 to .05 in the QQQQs -- you should get them every time in the front month.
Try that in GOOG and you will be ignored.  In GOOG you may have to add .25 or more depending on the delta of the position attempted.

The ATM in MNX are .20 wide (4X.05).  First try .05 over/under the middle.  They are the same market makers as the QQQQs.

Middling is a good way to miss the trade if you really need it (trying to get out).  You may be trying to save .05 and end up losing 1.00 more more.  MMs do not come to work to middle 
the market all day.  You only get middles when a customer meets you in the middle but more often when the market moves to your value (your bid was fair value when initiated but 
over valued when filled).
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ohlala CB slingshot
« on: November 07, 2005, 03:07:11 AM »

Hi Charles and all other participants.
This is a trade I'm in the moment. What do you guys think? What are your opinions and how do you see the 
trade?Stock: CB. Initiated on Nov 1, stock at 92.85

Can anything be done about this if the stock stays between 91-99?
At the moment, could short the Nov 95 call to leave us with a Dec 75-85-95 fly plus a Nov-Dec 95 calendar. Would leave us with a risk graph as follows:

My question: On the second risk graph, if the stock rallies beyond 95 before Nov 20, the position would loose money. But after the Nov options expire the position suddenly turns profitable if the stock were above 
95. How does this happen. Where does the loss from the short Nov 95 call go? How can that be simulated?

Ri$k Doctor CB slingshot
« Reply #1 on: November 08, 2005, 06:43:19 PM »

The Slingshot will not do well at 95 but calendarizing the extra long DEC 95 call will improve the situation.  After the NOV expires worthless, you will be back into the Slingshot.  If the
NOV is assigned, the extra DEC 95 Call will turn into a synthetic DEC 95 Put, so change the simulation to be a 95 put after NOV expiration for 95 and lower.



This adjustment reduces the max risk of the trade to ~$300 but also the delta if 
the stock were to move higher. We could add an extra Dec 100 call to increase the 
upward firepower if you had an upside bias.

This seems to be the most conducive adjustment given no strikes higher than 100 
for the Dec series. The Problem that I see if the stock stays put at the current 
level or moves sideways but doesn't get beyond 102.5 before expiration the trade 
will loose. I don't see the stock going past 102.5 prior to Dec expiration.
Given my stock prediction I'm inclined to a trade that would benefit if the stock 
stayed between the current level and 102.5. Unfortunately there are no options 
higher than 100 and this leaves me with the decision to exit the trade for a $95 
profit. I'm not willing to adjust just for the sake of it and hence this decision. 

I??d like to hear your opinions if you would do it different and your thoughts about 
why.

Also with regards to there being no strikes higher than 100, do the MMs add 
further strikes as the Dec turn into the front month options? The NOVs have 
options up to the 115 strike? Or is it left to the MM when they feel like adding 
them they do so?

Sathya

Ri$k Doctor CB slingshot
« Reply #3 on: November 15, 2005, 11:37:50 AM »

In the meantime, know that MMs will make you a market on any strike.

If you want the DEC 105s I think they are worth about .10 less than half of the DEC 100s at 
the moment.  EX. if the 100s are 1.00 then the 105s would be about .45.

You won't be able to click it but the broker can call it in and get a quote.  Once filled, you 
should see it the next day in the listing and on your statement.  Open Interest = your trade.

CB slingshot
« Reply #2 on: November 13, 2005, 06:01:55 PM »

HI Charles and all other participants, 
     Here is the situation as of today, the stock is at 97.75 and is not at point 

where I would initiate the trade at. 
Time to adjust if suitable adjustments available:

1. Buy 2*85-90-95-100 Dec condor to result in Dec 80-90-100 slingshot. Also roll
the 75 calls into Dec 80 or into the 85??s to have unbalanced slingshot.

ohlala

GoldenBear CB slingshot
« Reply #4 on: January 31, 2006, 02:07:23 AM »

I was thinking about this slingshot hedge.  With a long put and two call credit spreads we 
are hedging fairly strongly to the downside.  I was thinking that if ones outlook was 
neutral-to-bullish, then one could buy back one of the calls and sell a put at the same 
strike.  This would flatten the region between the two strikes (at expiration) as you have 
a bull spread working against a bear spread.  The further you get away from expiration, 
the more it looks like the stock.  If the price drifts down below the lower call, then one 
would buy back the put and sell the call again, putting you back into the slingshot hedge.  
I imagen that the best time to flip the call and put is when they are the same price, or 
even a 0.05 credit to help pay commisions, but I am not sure what those prices would be.  
Charles, did you look at this before?  It is feasible?

Rob

Ri$k Doctor CB slingshot
« Reply #5 on: February 01, 2006, 02:33:35 PM »

GoldenBear: Buying the call and selling the put is the same as buying more stock.  
Stock is a better thing to trade because the bid/ask spread is tighter.  This stock is 
un hedged.  When the stock is slightly (the amount of carry) under the strike (in 
equities with no dividend) the call and put combo will be valued at even money.  

It is still buying stock but probably better to use support areas rather than combos 
at even to be the reason to add more stock to the position.

Owning, now 2oo shares and short 2 call spreads and long a put dissects to a 
butterfly, long 2 calls and shout a put.
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